
Stratodesk NoTouch Desktop is Officially 
Nutanix Ready AHV

 
The #1 Endpoint OS and Managment Solution for Your Frame Endpoints 

Stratodesk NoTouch software now supports Nutanix Frame and is 
Nutanix Ready AHV. Thanks to our recent partnership with Nutanix, we 
deliver next-generation endpoint computing and automated 
management to Frame deployments. Though we have always been a 
pioneer in delivering cutting-edge products that power and manage 
VDI endpoints, we are seeing more businesses look to the cloud for a 
simple and secure way to deliver virtual apps and desktops. NoTouch 
fulfills this need while providing the best and most intuitive OS and 
management solution for Frame endpoints on the market. 



NoTouch Benefits for Nutanix Frame 

Cut Costs

NoTouch enables significant savings benefits and provides a solution that easily 
repurposes and manages PCs, Laptops and Thin Clients in your Frame 
deployment into NoTouch clients, operating on NoTouch OS. Eliminate the need for 
capital purchases of hardware, common security threats, and reduce IT staff hours 
and hassle with one single management solution for all of your endpoints! 

No Windows

NoTouch OS replaces the need to have Windows installed on endpoint devices. In 
most cases, NoTouch OS is installed directly onto the device’s hard drive. For 
evaluation purposes or in a BYOD environment, NoTouch can be booted live from 
a USB without touching the underlying OS. For diskless deployments, NoTouch 
can be network booted with the integrated PXE server in the management VA. 

Increase Security 

NoTouch OS installs directly onto all of your hardware, bare metal, transforming 
your devices into high performing, NoTouch endpoints. Cancel your malware and 
antivirus contracts and save money –because NoTouch OS is Linux based, it is 
impervious to common malware or security exploits. 

Automate Management 

Take advantage of enterprise grade endpoint management that lets you set user 
roles, enable live inheritance, and manage multiple sites from the convenience of 
one location.

Try NoTouch Free 
Today!

https://www.stratodesk.com/trial/
https://www.stratodesk.com/trial/

